stratification -to Russell' s paradox (cf. Cocchiarella [FRL] ). In this approach, predicates which are not homogeneously stratified are either ruled out altogether or are considered as non-denoting terms, when in subject position. This does not seem acceptable from a Meinongian perspective according to which all meaningful terms (including, we might add, those which are not homogeneously stratified) denote an object of thought.
Bradley's regress and the direct view ojpredication
In Appearence and Reality, Bradley presents a well-known puzzle, known in the analytic tradition as "Bradley's regress". Following in certain respects Hochberg [RPR] , it can be put as follows: 1 if a proposition is an entity constituting a complex unity of a certain sort and it is such that its constituents are, say, Rn, aJ, ... , an, then there must be a relationship holding togeteher ab ... , an and Rn to the effect that the proposition has a certain form, e.g., Rnal ... an.
If this relation is In+ I, then the constituents of the proposition are really In+l, Rn, at. ... , an and the proposition must have a form such as In+IRnal ... an (where "In+l" is meant to represent the (n+ l)-adic exemplification (instantiation) relation or copula). But this line of argument can be iterated ad infinitum, generating a "Bradley series"
